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Sonder and Chrsmas Lights

onder is not a word that
you will find in any
official dictionary. It is not a
real word, in fact. It was first
coined in 2012 by John Koenig
for his project The Dictionary
of Obscure Sorrows. It is
essentially a list of words for
particular emotions that one
may experience but not be
able to put his or her finger on.
Take onism for example. It is
defined as the awareness of
how little of the world you will
experience. This brings us
back to sonder. It is “the
realization that each random
passerby is living a life as vivid
and complex as your own.”
(Koenig, Dictionary of
Obscure Sorrows) Sonder
reeks of uniqueness; it incites
universal singularity. As
paradoxical as it is, sonder
amalgamates everyone under
the umbrella of originality, and
doing so, it makes all of us like
each other. This is much like
the Christmas lights hung on
trees every Christmas season.

Written by John Dye

up earlier than the rest and
begins his long and joyous
decorating process. Of course,
many would say this is early
decorating, but to him,
it is the beginning of Advent,
so the lights and tree must go
up. When all of the decorations
are finally up, and the plethora
of boxes is returned to their
places in the attic, we can
finally enjoy the magnificent

embellished their yards and
homes as well, proclaiming
the celebratory nature of this
month.

“But what does any of
this have to do with sonder?”
you might ask. It is the
unification of celebration all
around the world. Whether
Jew or Atheist or Christian,
families around the world
have reason to partake in
festivals near the end of the
“Religion or politics may
year. This is a beautiful thing.
seem to divide us, but we
Like sonder, each person has a
are all people, and that is
unique reason to give thanks,
what is most important in
but at the same time, this
the season of Christ’s
common thanksgiving unites
birth.”
us all as people. Religion or
politics may seem to divide us,
display of colors and lights set but we are all people, and that
before us. These lights are my is what is most important in
favorite annual tradition. They the season of Christ’s birth.
flood the room in a flurry of
brightness and color that
cannot be matched. When the
ceiling lights are off and the
sun has set, they become only
more vibrant. It may take some
time, but by the time
Each year on November Christmas arrives, plenty of
15th, my little brother wakes families around us have
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Lights on t Bay
By Katherine Thomas

“A

nd . . . NOW – slow
down slow down –
he’s about to flip!”

tradition; every year around
cider and exclaiming at the
Christmas, we up and decide
different scenes, new and old,
to go, driving the half-an-hour sometimes singing along with
through the night to get there. the Christmas carols that waft
We all gaze up through the
out of the car radio. Timing is
windshield, cheering as a
Two light-up reindeer
everything; we annually make
shining, 4-foot gingerbread
greet us on either side of the
sure the flipping gingerbread
man cartwheels over the car.
welcome sign when we arrive, man and leaping reindeer arc
A blue, a brown, and two hazel armed with hot cider or cocoa right over the car as we pass
pairs of eyes track his flight
that Mom has lovingly
under. I cherish this beautiful
path, the multicolored lights
prepared. After checking in at time with my family every
reflected in them. I sit on
the tiny shack, we drive into
year!
Dad’s lap in the driver’s seat,
I hope you have enjoyed
and Amelia sits with Mom on
taking a peek into one of my
the passenger side. Amelia
family’s Christmas traditions,
“We all gaze up
(my older sister) and I savor
and I hope you all have a
through the windshield,
this one time in the year that
cheering as a shining,
blessed Christmas!
4-foot gingerbread man
we can “drive”. Dad presses
cartwheels over the car.”
the big pedals with his feet and
handles the board of foreign
buttons, and Amelia and I take
turns steering through the
the maze of lights, sipping our
dazzling light display.
hot cider and sucking candy
canes that the check-in
Although I no longer can attendants gave us. The
fit on Dad’s lap like I did in this darkness of the night is
happy memory, I enjoy the
suddenly warmed by the park
lights just as much from the
full of glowing elves, carolers,
backseat. The Naval Academy sea creatures, teddy bears,
helps set up this brilliant drive- reindeer, and Santa Clauses.
through light display every
year by the Chesapeake Bay.
Those are sweet
It’s a spontaneous sort-of
memories: happily sipping
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A Norwegian Chrsmas
By Erika Kjendal

W girl, we lived in

hen I was a little

almond in our ris krem, but we everyone that Jesus has been
did drizzle it with raspberry
born. At midnight they have a
Brooklyn, New York for a
sauce, which was even better. special rendezvous with the
couple years. Just a few blocks
animals to tell them the
down, lived my greatTucked around inside
Christmas story, and then they
grandparents, who moved
my great-grandparents’ house all join in together singing
here from Norway during
(and around ours now as well) praises of the Christ-child.
WWII. Christmas Eve we would were several Julenissen (Yulespend at their house,
a-nissen). Julenissen are
Whenever we put up our
celebrating together and
mischievous Christmas elves Julenissen and start our other
going to the church service
that love playful little tricks
Christmas preparations, I
afterwards. Their tree was
and always have a smile on
think of my Norwegian greatbeautifully decorated with
grandparents and the special
small Norwegian flags (and
Christmas times we spent
many other beautiful
together. I’ll close out this
“Julenissen are
ornaments), and for dessert
column and this year in the
mischievous Christmas
we ate delicious ris krem,
elves that love playful little newsletter by wishing you all a
tricks and always have a
Norwegian rice pudding, and
Merry Christmas or as we
smile
on
their
faces.”
krum kake, (pronounced krum
say in Norwegian God Jul
ka’-ka) a special cone shaped
(God Yule)!
cookie. You make krum kake
one at a time in a special krum their faces. They are super
kake iron, and although it
friendly and are always running
takes hours to make enough
about playing practical jokes
for everyone, it’s definitely
and having a lot of fun. They
worth the time! The ris krem is can also be very helpful, and
also a traditional sweet, and a
they love caring for animals
common tradition in Norway
and working in the garden or
is to hide an almond in the ris
barn. It is the tradition to put
krem. The story goes that
out ris krem with almonds and
whoever finds it in her bowl
milk for them on Christmas
will have good luck in the new Eve to give them strength on
year. Now we didn’t put an
their journey as they tell
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Ornament of t Year
By Andrea Woolman

or as long as I can
remember, “Ornament of
the Year” has been a staple
Christmas tradition in my
family. Each year, my mom
has given my sisters and I a
Christmas tree ornament that
somehow represents the past
year. When we were little, my
sisters and I surprised our
mom by making her favorite
treat - chocolate covered
strawberries! Because
unsupervised usage of the
stove was still forbidden
territory, we used the summer
sun to melt the chocolate.
That year, Mom gifted us
glass chocolate covered
strawberry ornaments.
Several years after that, the
Ornament of the Year was a
pickle. Yep, a pickle! That was
the year we fell in love with the
Andy Griffith Show episode
“The Pickle Story” where Andy
and Barney switch Aunt Bee’s
horrible homemade pickles
for store bought pickles. All
goes well - until she decides to
enter them into the county
fair and hilarity ensues!

Luckily, a sense of
humor runs in the family and
my grandma was not upset in
the slightest. In fact, after we
all had a good laugh over my
silly mistake and the
unfortunate fate of the
In addition to Ornament measuring cup, she told me
that particular measuring cup
of the Year, my family has
was the last in the set.
another tradition that we
Apparently, each previous cup
uphold: baking Christmas
treats with Grandma. This year had had an unfortunate habit
of being in the wrong place at
we decided to make pastries
for Christmas morning. While the wrong time and had met
my sisters, mom, and grandma its demise some time before!
were all working on the pastry
As we were cleaning up
filling, I mixed up the dough.
All was going well until I added that evening and laughing
once more over the poor
the last bit of flour and
dropped the metal measuring measuring cup, my mom had
cup right into the middle of the the idea to wash it up and keep
working mixer. CRUNCH! The it as Ornament of the Year.
The idea caught on and we did
mixer unceremoniously
just that. I think it represents
crushed the aluminum
of an element of Christmas to
measuring cup into a forlorn
little heap of metal covered in take something battered,
shine it up, and give it a place
half mixed pastry dough.
of honor. Merry Christmas!
Though I do not remember
the Year was slightly different
in that it was not given to us.
Instead, the ornament came
into our possession through an
unfortunate encounter with an
electric mixer!

doing so, I am told that I let out
quite the shriek of dismay at
the occurrence. After all, that
measuring cup was over 50
years old!

This year’s Ornament of
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Katherine Thomas

Annalise Dawson

John Dye

Column Writer

Assistant Editor

Column Writer

"For God has not given us a spirit of
fear, but of power, and love, and of a
sound mind.”
- 2 Timothy1:7

"The only constant
in life is change.”

“ Behold, I have commanded you.
Be strong and courageous. Do not
be cowardly or fearful, for the Lord
your God is with you in all things,
wherever you go.”
- Joshua 1:9

Andrea Woolman

Thea Frederick

Erika Kjendal

X

Column Writer
"Any soul that seriously and
constantly desires joy will never miss
it. Those who seek find. To those who
knock it is opened. "
- C.S. Lewis

St. Raphael School Journal

Managing Editor
Website Coordinator
“The person, be it a gentleman or
lady, who has not pleasure in a good
novel, must be intolerably stupid.”
- Jane Austen

Column Writer
“God has not forgotten the man to
whom He sends suffering and trails,
but in this way is proving His
closeness to him."
- St. John Chrysostom
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